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Overview 

Marcus Aurelius was a Roman Emperor and Stoic. This 
book analyzes his philosophy, starting with the origins 
of Stoicism, and its core tenets, and ending with their 
practical application. A Stoic places virtue above all else, 
including and especially external pleasures, vices, and 
indulgences. A Stoic is not cold-hearted, but rather 
dismisses their hot-blooded emotions in favor of a more 
rational approach. A Stoic strives to live in accordance 
with Nature, accepting their own imperfect nature 
while aiming to cultivate wisdom and virtue. A Stoic 
uses their money to commit more virtuous acts, and 
shirks hedonism. This book shows you the world 
through the eyes of a Stoic Emperor. 

Chapter 1: The Dead Emperor 

ccording to the Stoics, “learning how to die... is to 
unlearn how to be a slave.” ear of death constrains
you, for death is just a natural process and nothing to 
fear. Socrates would say that death “is like some
prankster in a scary mask… the wise man carefully
removes the mask and, looking behind it, he finds 
nothing worth fearing.” This attitude is cultivated by
Stoics through lifelong training, learning, and practice. 

The 4 cardinal virtues of Stoicism are wisdom, justice, 
fortitude, and temperance. Contrary to popular belief, 
Stoicism does not advocate numbing yourself to pain, 
but just not fully succumbing to it. Marcus Aurelius, a 
Roman emperor and Stoic, said on his deathbed that he 
had died many times throughout his life and was now 
just approaching his final time. He believed that 
nothing is ever truly lost, only returned to Nature from 
whence it came. 

“Often those who are most desperate to flee
death find themselves rushing into its arms.” 

Zeno, a shipbuilder in ancient Greece, amalgamated the 
teachings of wise men and philosophers from previous 
generations, developing the Stoic school of thought 

from the Cynic philosophy. Cynicism advocates 
“cultivating virtue and strength of character through 
rigorous training.” The ynics were at odds with the
Academics, followers of Plato who emphasized logic 
and metaphysics. Zeno saw a compromise, realizing 
that logic and study can make us more virtuous, but can 
become detrimental if it becomes an end in-and-of 
itself; the goal of Stoicism should be to live wisely. 

The “Stoic” stems from stoa, or porch, which may hint 
at its earthy and practical origins. Zeno realized that 
wisdom and virtue are more valuable than wealth or 
material goods, and thus placed them at the forefront of 
his philosophy. Yet Stoics do not believe that all 
external things are bad, for clearly health is preferable 
to sickness and wealth is preferable to debt. Yet Stoics 
simply place virtue first and view external things as 
opportunities to live more virtuously. Stoics try to live 
in accordance with an infinitely wise and virtuous 
Nature, arguing that while humans have animal 
instincts, our rationality and reason sets us apart. 

The goals of Stoicism are: 

1. To live wisely in the social arena (i.e. “justice”). 
2. To master fear (i.e. “courage”). 
3. To master desires and passions (i.e. “moderation”). 

In the Stoic philosophy, virtue is good, vice is bad, and 
everything else is neutral. Neutral things might have 
some value, but this value is always superseded by 
virtue. A wise, virtuous person will always flourish 
despite external disadvantages, while a fool will 
consistently err despite external advantages. The ideal 
Stoics is a “cosmopolitan”, or “citizen of the universe”. 

A common misconception of Stoics is that they are cold 
and unfeeling. Ancient Stoics did not want to cultivate 
hearts of stone. Instead, they aimed to differentiate 3 
types of emotions: good, bad, or indifferent. They 
further subcategorized good emotions into 3 subtypes: 
a profound peace of mind from living wisely; a healthy 
aversion to vice; and a desire to help ourselves and 


